PORTABLE ICE COVERING
SYSTEMS
CONVERT ANY RINK INTO A
MULTI-USE FACILITY
PROTECTS ICE
PROVIDES WARM & DRY BASE FOR
CHAIRS AND EQUIPMENT
SIMPLE TO INSTALL, DISMANTLE &
STORE - USES NO TOOLS
EventDeck
provides
a firm and
stable floor
for chairs
and guests.

Signature Fencing & Flooring Systems, LLC
50 East 42nd Street, Suite 501
New York, NY 10017

The world leaders in ice
covering systems

WORLDWIDE
SALES & RENTALS

COST-EFFECTIVE
IDEAL FOR CONCERTS, FESTIVALS,
TRADE SHOWS, GRADUATIONS &
SPECIAL EVENTS

Looking to convert your
ice arena into a
multi-use facility?
Imagine having the option of converting your rink
into a true multipurpose venue for concerts, trade
shows, and various other special events. EventDeck Ice (ED Ice) allows you to do just that, creating additional revenue streams throughout the
year. EventDeck Ice floor cover system enables
you to quickly and efficiently protect your ice while
hosting a variety of special events.
EventDeck Ice is the premier temporary ice arena
floor; used worldwide at rinks at all levels. ED Ice
is uniquely designed to protect your ice against
damage from special events and to create a clean
and seamless surface that is safe and attractive.
Each EDIce module is composed of two separate
pieces connected to form a single module. The
pieces trap air inside insulating the floor, keeping the top surface warm and helping to prevent
condensation. The bottom piece is designed to
eliminate ruts in the ice from waffle-type designs
and to provide traction to prevent tile slipping. This
design allows for partial installations of the floor
while maintaining a sturdy surface. The smooth
top surface design is easy to clean and helps prevent liquid and debris from flowing onto your ice.
Additionally, EventDeck Ice is manufactured using a high-impact polypropylene plastic giving
it a high compressive strength accommodating
weight loads of up to 20,000 lbs. per square foot
static load and no absorption of moisture. Its durable construction and unique design can handle
the heavy moving weights associated with dasher
board glass, staging, event equipment and forklifts
and will not warp, rot, crack, fade, or delaminate.
When installed ED Ice forms the perfect base for
seating, staging, game courts, and people, and can
be molded in custom colors to tie into the existing
colors of your facility. Carpet and turf can safely be
taped or stapled directly onto the floor for a more
formal affair.
Please call or email with your specific requirements
to determine the best product for you.
Jason Frew
Rentals Manager, Stadium and
Arena Sales
Signature Fencing & Flooring
Systems, LLC
212-953-1116 Ext. 313
800-569-2751 Ext. 313
jfrew@eventdeck.com

EventDeck Ice modules connect
on all sides using our uniquely engineered inter-module connection system
and require no tools for assembly. Preassembled 3’ X 4’ sheets weigh less than
20 lbs. and are easy to handle during installations and breakdowns.

Tiles can be cut with a circular saw to fit
snugly against dasher boards.

ED Ice can handle weight loads up
to 20,000 lbs. per square foot (static
load).

An 85’ X 200’ rink can be installed with
8-10 workers in an hour and a half.

